• Kitchen Cabinets
• Bathroom Cabinets
• Entertainment Centers
• Built-in Units
• Minimal down time
• Skilled carpentry work performed upon request
• Hardware replaced if desired
• Multiple colors optional

800.651.8434
HavenPaint.com
Holliston, MA

materials, and the proper equipment are all
vital to attain a superior result. Haven Painting
utilizes a multi-step preparation process, highperformance primers/ finishes, and specialized
spray equipment to achieve results rivaling the
appearance and durability of factory finished and
custom cabinetry.

REPLACE OR REFINISH
Replacing a set of kitchen cabinets can easily
cost $30,000 to $60,000 or more. Even cabinet
refacing, replacing the doors and wrapping the
visible surfaces of the boxes, typically costs half
to two-thirds of that or more.
Refinishing outdated and worn cabinetry costs
a fraction of the cost of replacement and is
significantly less expensive than even a low
quality refacing.
Professional kitchen cabinet refinishing is
affordable while still dramatically updating the
look and increasing the value and desirability of
your home.

Contact us to set up a meeting at your
convenience to discuss the various options for
your cabinets and which durable finishes are
right for you.
PROFESSIONAL CABINET REFINISHING
Having your kitchen cabinets refinished by a
professional is an excellent way to achieve a
bright modern kitchen in your home that you
can enjoy for many years to come. If you are
preparing to sell your house, brightening up your
kitchen can help you get a quicker sale and a
better price. In either case, professional refinishing
is the most cost-effective option.
Many factors go into refinishing a set of
cabinets properly. Extensive preparation, quality

“I never realized just how much preparation is
involved in doing the job right. The cabinets look
amazing!” Mary Beth in Franklin
“They look just like new cabinets.” Franz in
Wellesley
“My house sold an hour after listing it and at full
price!” Cathy in Franklin
“Wow, they look like they just came from the
factory!” James in Whitinsville

PaintingQuote@HavenPaint.com
to set up an appointment for a quote

Scan to visit https:// HavenPaint.com

